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bstract

Internally humidified, edge-air-cooled PEFC stacks are promising for portable systems in terms of specific power and specific cost. However,
heir main drawbacks are thermal power limitations due to limited heat removal from inside the stack. The aim of this work is to minimize the
ooling limitation with a simultaneous cost and weight reduction by optimization of the stack geometry. A steady-state, thermal FE-model was
eveloped and validated against experimental temperature distributions. The model includes anisotropic heat conduction and heat convection by the

ooling air. Cell voltage, liquid water fraction and limiting temperature were experimentally determined for improved accuracy. Complex flowfield
tructures were approximated with the numerical volume averaging method to reduce computational cost. As a result of the optimization study
pecific power was improved by +86% with simultaneous reduction of specific cost by −35%.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

It is widely recognized that the transition from prototype scale
uel cells to marketable, portable power supplies will only suc-
eed if a significant cost reduction with a simultaneous increase
n power density can be achieved. In the power range of 200 W to
kW, polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC) systems for portable
pplications have a specific cost target of below 2 D W−1and a
pecific power target of above 100 W kg−1[1] in order to com-
ete with conventional gen-sets. In 2001 Ballard introduced the
exa® power module, an area-air-cooled, 1200 W PEFC sys-

em with a specific cost of about 5 D W−1 and a specific power
f about 92 W kg−1. Other potential low-cost, air-cooled PEFC

tack concepts for portable applications have also been put forth
2–5]. The group at Siemens [4] reported a specific cost of about
.8 D W−1 for their prototype-stack in 2002.

∗ Correspondingauthor. Tel.: +41 563104189; fax: +41 563102199.
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On the one side, specific cost is strongly influenced by the
ost of the electrochemical components such as membrane and
atalyst, but on the other side it is also strongly dependent on
tack construction and system integration. Therefore a simple
nd cheap design and fabrication method is needed to consid-
rably reduce cost. As the main burdens in the fuel cell system
re cooling and humidification [6], the system layout can be
implified by including reactant humidification into the stack
7], and choosing air as the cooling media. At least three dif-
erent arrangements of heat removal by air are possible: (i)
ooling air is passed through the stack, so-called area-air-cooling
2–4]; (ii) excess process air is used as cooling air [8]; (iii)
ooling air is passed on the surface of the stack, so-called edge-
ir-cooling. Because area-air-cooling requires a complex stack
esign the solutions (ii) and (iii) with only two media in the
tack allow for simple and cheap designs. Cooling with excess

rocess air can involve difficult performance stability (mem-
rane drying), cathode contamination (high air volumes through
athode) and high air pumping power (high air volumes).
herefore the edge-air-cooling solution is the most favorable

mailto:reto.flueckiger@psi.ch
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2007.05.079
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ir-cooling option offering constructive and operational advan-
ages.

The development at Siemens [4] has shown the advantages,
ith respect to fabrication, of the “stamp and punch” approach

or bipolar plates. However, with the metal substrates chosen,
orrosion problems were hampering lifetime. A stack concept
hich combines the advantages of internal reactant humidifica-

ion, “stamp and punch” approach and simple edge-air-cooling
as been proposed by Ruge and Höckel [9]. They used carbon-
ased bipolar plates to avoid corrosion problems and ensure
igh thermal and electrical conductivity. The only drawback of
his concept is the thermal power limitation caused by the heat
emoval from the stack surface only. It can be minimized by
ptimizing cell geometry with respect to active area size and
late thicknesses.

This challenge is tackled by means of a finite element (FE)
odel focusing on global heat source/sinks and transport. Start-

ng from a base case used for model validation, optimization
f the geometry with respect to watt-specific cost and weight-
pecific power was performed.

For a better understanding of the system we first resume the
esign of the prototype-stack. Then a detailed description of the
odel and model parameters follows. As a first result the suc-

essful model validation is presented. Finally the optimization
f the specific cost and specific power is discussed.

. Stack design

The stack design of Ruge and Höckel is based on the concepts
f internal humidification [7], punching of carbon-based bipolar
lates [9] and edge-air-cooling.

.1. Bipolar plate

The bipolar plate is composed from a separator plate and two
erforated plates for each flowfield. The separator plate with an

noptimized thickness of dsp = 0.55 mm not only separates the
node and cathode gases but acts simultaneously as a cooling rib
s showed in Fig. 1. It is laterally extended over the active area
f the cell in order to be cooled by the cooling air massflow. Two

ig. 1. Top view of an open cell with the bipolar plate (flowfield plate + separator
late) and the spacer frame with the hydrogen and air humidification flowfields.
mbient air is blown in negative z-direction over the separator plate.
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ig. 2. Photograph of the 500 W prototype-stack with 30 cells. The separator
lates are visible behind the transparent sidewall.

erforated plates with a thickness ofdff = 0.29 mm complement
ne another to a continuous serpentine flowfield. The channels
re staggered and rectangularly shaped with a depth of 0.58
m and a width of 1.3 mm. Perforated plates can be made in
ass production by punching at unrivaled cost. For the separator

nd flowfield plates SIGRAFLEX®from SGL Carbon was used.
his material is a good electric (σ = 16000 S m−1) and excellent

hermal conductor (κ = 290 W m−1 K−1) and readily available
t low cost.

.2. Cell

A cell is assembled from a bipolar plate, a membrane elec-
rode assembly (MEA) and a spacer frame. The MEA is a
Membrain H300 from Umicore based on Nafion 112. The
pacer frame ensures a homogeneous compression of the MEA
nd sealing. It also provides the humidification flowfields for
oth gases. The humidification concept is discussed in detail in
7]. The active area of a prototype cell is A = 63 cm2.

.3. Stack

The 500 W prototype-stack shown in Fig. 2 is assembled from
0 cells. For the cooling of the separator plates, a controllable fan
s integrated directly into the stack, blowing cold air in negative
-direction over the separator plates. This stack configuration
ad a specific power of 85 W kg−1 and the specific cost was
stimated at 3.2 D W−1 before optimization.

.4. Cooling design

Fig. 3a shows a schematic of an area-cooled and Fig. 3b of

n edge-cooled three-cell stack. In area-cooled designs, like the
allard NEXA®module, the cooling air is distributed over the
ntire cell area by means of small channels. This air distribu-
ion allows for local heat removal and reduces the temperature
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ig. 3. Simplified schematic of the cooling design. (a) Plan and section view
f an area-cooled three-cell stack. (b) Plan and section view of an edge-cooled
hree-cell stack.

radients. On the other hand the stack complexity increases and
he power demand of the fan grows due to significant pressure
osses in the small channels. An edge-air-cooled design omits
hese drawbacks as cooling air is passed in wide channels along
he edges of the active cell area. A negative effect of the edge-
ir-cooled concept is an amplification of the cooling limitation
s the thermal diffusion path to the cooling air is considerably
longated.

. Model

The model is a steady state, thermal model of a cell includ-
ng the cooling air. Its main objective is the investigation of heat
ransport bottlenecks within edge-air-cooled cells. Due to these
ottlenecks the cells have to be operated at lower current den-
ities. Otherwise the temperature limit in the center of the cell
ould be exceeded. The model automatically adjusts the current
ensity in order that the preset maximum temperature Tlimit is
ot surpassed.

.1. Assumptions

In order to have an efficient model for extensive optimization
tudies, the following simplifying assumptions have been made:
steady-state conditions,
Nernst potential and overpotentials replaced by experimental
current–voltage characteristic,
homogeneous heat source in the cathode catalyst layer,

t
a
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constant liquid water fraction in exit gases,
no liquid water transport,
no heat transport by process gases (7% conservative error),
no heat transfer resistances between solid–solid boundaries,
perfect isolation to the environment, and
laminar cooling air.

These assumptions are explained and justified in the follow-
ng. In reality reactant stoichiometry, current density, reactant
ressure and cell temperature influence the thermal manage-
ent of the stack. The current density has the strongest impact

n the thermal management. It determines the operating point
nd therewith the fraction of energy transformed into heat. The
odel considers a variable current density. For the determina-

ion of the cell voltage a static current voltage characteristic at
given stoichiometry, pressure and temperature was used.

The influence of the temperature distribution on the cooling
ehavior is the main purpose of the model. However, the influ-
nce of the temperature to the reaction kinetic and the liquid
ater transport is not explicitly considered, but taken account of
y the static current voltage characteristic. Liquid water trans-
ort is not considered as the dew point was assumed to be
ignificantly below the cell temperature. Nevertheless the influ-
nce of liquid water on the enthalpy of formation is accounted
or.

In the base case at 3880 A m−2, the mean heat removal by
he reactant gases was estimated to be Q = 1.1 W per cell at

reactant massflow of ṁ = 0.0665 kg h−1 with a mean heat
apacity of cp = 1500 J kg−1 K−1 and a temperature difference
f �T = 40 ◦C. This contribution is only 7% of the total heat
emoval of Q = 16 W in the base case. The influence of the
toichiometry on the cooling was therefore neglected. The stoi-
hiometry is accounted for as a constant in the current–voltage
haracteristic.

Higher reactant pressure reduces overpotential and therewith
he heat loss. The used current–voltage characteristic was mea-
ured at a relatively low pressure of 1 bar ensuring a conservative
etermination of the heat loss.

.2. Domain and geometry

The model domain and the coordinate system definition are
hown in Fig. 4. The domain comprises the smallest repeat unit
f a single cell which results from a bisection along the z-axis.
he model distinguishes seven domains for heat transport:

Ω1 membrane,
Ω2 anode/cathode gas diffusion layers (GDL),
Ω3 anode/cathode flowfields,
Ω4 anode/cathode humidification flowfields,
Ω5 spacer frame,
Ω6 separator plate, and
Ω7 air channel.
To further reduce the complexity of the model geometry and
o accelerate the computation we applied the numerical volume
veraging method (NVAM) as described in [10]. By means of
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Fig. 4. Schematic horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) sections through the
model domains (figures are not to scale). Ω: domains, ∂Ω: boundary conditions.

Table 1
Intrinsic and effective thermal conductivities of the flowfields

κff,x κff,z κff,y

I −1 −1
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ntrinsic (W m K ) 290 290 12.1
ffective (W m−1 K−1) 21.7 138.1 1.71

his method the meander-like structure of the flowfields Ω3 were
pproximated by simple, unstructured domains. These domains
ncorporate the averaged, effective thermal conductivities of
able 1 that correspond to the real configuration.

The real flowfield structure was considered in a separate 3D
ub-model (Fig. 5) of the smallest repeat unit of a flowfield
gnoring bend geometries. The effective conductivities for every
irection were determined by applying a virtual temperature dif-
erence to the sub-model. The resulting, integrated heat flux and

he applied temperature difference were used with an approxi-

ation of Fick’s first law to obtain the effective conductivities.

ig. 5. Numerical volume averaging model of the flowfield. Smallest repeat unit
without bend geometry) of two staggered, perforated plates.
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.3. Governing equations

The basic physical model is described by the steady state,
rictionless energy conservation law in Eq. (1). Although the
ransient thermal behavior is important, steady-state conditions
re sufficient for the investigation of heat transport bottlenecks:

(hairρair�v) = Dtp − ∇ �F + q (1)

herein ρair is the temperature-dependent air density, hair the
emperature-dependent air enthalpy, Dtp = ∂tp + �v∇p the total
ime derivative of the pressure (∂tp = 0), �v the air velocity deter-

ined by solving the Navier–Stokes equation, �F the conductive
eat flux and q is the heat source. The conductive heat flux �F is
iven by Fick’s first law in Eq. (2):

� = −κ∇T (2)

is the anisotropic conductivity tensor as given in Eq. (3):

=

⎡
⎢⎣

κx 0 0

0 κy 0

0 0 κz

⎤
⎥⎦ (3)

Anisotropic heat conduction is considered in the GDLs (Ω2),
he flowfields (Ω3) and the separator plates (Ω6). The other
omains show an isotropic thermal behavior. Heat convection
s only accounted for in the cooling air channel (Ω7). The left
and side of Eq. (1) is zero for all solid domains including the
owfields. The heat source q is set to zero in all domains since

he heat is released by means of an internal boundary condition.

.4. Boundary conditions

The problem description was completed with boundary con-
itions for the unknown temperature and pressure fields. As
hown in Fig. 4 there are three different boundary conditions: (i)
ooling air inlet (∂Ω1): the temperature field is set to the ambi-
nt temperature Tamb and the pressure field is defined to satisfy
he cooling air massflow ṁcool. (ii) Cooling air outlet (∂Ω2): the
ressure is set to ambient pressure pamb. (iii) Cathode catalyst
ayer (∂Ω3): the normal heat flux through this internal bound-
ry condition is increased with q as described in Eq. (4). The
ther boundaries are perfectly isolated, hence ∇T = 0 applies.
his means, that fringe effects of the endplates are not consi-
ered.

.5. Model parameters

The model contains three sensitive parameters: (1) cell volt-
ge as a function of current density, (2) liquid water fraction, and
3) limiting temperature. They are determined experimentally as
escribed in the following.

.5.1. Cell voltage

Different operating points involve different losses resulting

n different heat sources. Instead of solving Laplace equation for
lectron conduction and implementing the overpotential mod-
ls to determine the cell voltage in real time, we used the
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ig. 6. Measured current–voltage characteristic and heat source as a function of
iquid water fraction sl. λair = 3.3, λH2 = 1.3; 1.0 bar anode/cathode pressure;
0 ◦ C mean cell temperature; and 250 h of operation.

xperimental current–voltage characteristic in Fig. 6. This static
urrent–voltage characteristic allowed for significantly shorter
omputation times and is justified by using the same type of
EA for the optimization study. The current–voltage charac-

eristic was measured at a cathode/anode pressure of 1 bar,
n air stoichiometry of λair = 3.3, a hydrogen stoichiometry of
H2 = 1.3, a mean cell temperature of 70 ◦ C and after an oper-
tion time of 250 h. This accounts for a certain degradation and
nsures a conservative determination of the losses. All the stud-
es below were performed around a mean cell temperature of
0 ◦C. Therefore the current–voltage characteristic of Fig. 6 is
pplicable. Cell voltages above 6000 A m−2 were extrapolated
inearly. Mass transport limitations at high current densities were
onsciously ignored in order to investigate the thermal limitation
ndependently.

.5.2. Heat source distribution
The cell overvoltage and the entropy change of the electro-

hemical reaction are losses transformed into heat. This heat
ource depends on the liquid water fraction sl and is assumed to
e released in the cathode catalyst layer. Eq. (4) gives the heat
roduction per unit area as a function of the operating point and
he enthalpy of formation of water �Hf:

=
(

�Hf

2F
− U

)
j (4)

The current density j is normally inhomogeneous over active
rea of technical relevance. These inhomogeneities along the
hannel have been extensively investigated in the past [11].
argely inhomogeneous current density distribution for co-flow
nd current densities below 6000 A m−2, caused by insuffi-
ient membrane humidification, were observed. However, in the
resent case the following facts have an averaging effect on tem-
erature inhomogeneities and justify the use of a homogeneous

eat source in this model:

The large thermal in-plane conductivity of the bipolar plate
material (κsp = 290 W m−1 K−1) results in small temperature

d
k
t
l
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gradients in the active area. Hence a high local heat production
is dispersed to the total active area.
The serpentine type, counter-flowfield has an averaging effect
on the membrane humidification and the current density dis-
tribution consequently.
The stack is operated at relatively high stoichiometries due to
the staggered flowfield design. This results in small oxygen
depletion and homogeneous reaction distribution along the
channel.
The long heat conduction paths to the cooling channels result
in averaged global heat fluxes which are not sensitive to local
temperature inhomogeneities.

Nevertheless, for validating the model, different virtual heat
ource profiles were investigated.

.5.3. Liquid water fraction
�Hf depends on the state of the water formed by the oxygen

eduction reaction:

iquid water : �Hf,l = −285.8 × 103 J mol

aseous water : �Hf,g = −241.8 × 103 J mol

The heat production as a function of current density is illus-
rated in Fig. 6 for different liquid water fractions. To estimate
he liquid water fraction, the prototype-stack was operated at

known current density j0 and cathode massflow rate, while
he cathode outlet temperature Tc,o was measured. The gaseous
ater pressure was determined by assuming a fully humidified
as at Tc,o. From this the liquid water fraction sl was determined
ccording to Eq. (5):

l = 1 − ṁH2O,g

rH2O
j0 (5)

here ṁH2O,g is the water vapor massflow at the cathode outlet
nd rH2O is the total water production rate.

A constant liquid water fraction sl was assumed as the
node/cathode pressure and the maximum cell temperature were
ept constant. With the upper limit of the liquid water fraction
l = 0.17 ± 0.06 the enthalpy of formation was finally deter-
ined according to Eq. (6):

Hf = sl�Hf,l + (1 − sl)�Hf,g (6)

.5.4. Limiting temperature
The power output of a PEFC is temperature dependent. Fig. 7

hows the measured power output over temperature at three
ifferent currents. At high temperatures the membrane water
ontent is reduced resulting in higher ohmic losses. Exceed-
ng a critical temperature threshold, the limiting temperature
limit, should be prevented. Above this temperature irreversible
amages are expected.

Fig. 7 illustrates that the optimum and limiting temperature

o not strongly depend on the current as the stoichiometry was
ept constant. Therefore these two parameters are applicable
o all the operating points with the same stoichiometries. The
imiting temperature is defined at 95% of the maximum power
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ig. 7. Measured power output per cell as a function of cell-edge temperature
or three different currents. λair = 4.5; pair = 1.0 bar; pH2 = 1.5 bar; and A =
2.6 cm2.

utput above the optimum temperature. According to Fig. 7 the
ptimum temperature at the edge of the active area is around
5 ◦ C and the limiting temperature is around 71 ◦C. Knowing
hat the average temperature difference between the edge and the
ottest point in the cell is about 4 ◦C, the critical temperature for

his system was defined at Tlimit = 75 ◦C.

Table 2 gives an overview of the base case model parameters.
he values j, ṁcool, dsp, wff and lff are optimized in terms of
pecific cost and weight.

able 2
ist of base case model parameters

ymbol Description Value

˙ cool (kg h−1) Cooling air massflow per cell 1.33
(A m−2) Current density 3880

l Liquid water fraction 0.17 ± 0.06
Hf (kJ mol−1) Enthalpy of formation of product water 251.95

limit (◦C) Limiting temperature 75

amb (◦C) Ambient temperature 25

amb (Pa) Ambient pressure 1e5

ff,x (W m−1 K−1) Flowfield thermal x-conductivity 21.7

ff,z (W m−1 K−1) Flowfield thermal z-conductivity 138.1

ff,y (W m−1 K−1) Flowfield thermal y-conductivity 1.71

sp,x (W m−1 K−1) Separator plate thermal x-conductivity 290

sp,z (W m−1 K−1) Separator plate thermal z-conductivity 290

sp,y (W m−1 K−1) Separator plate thermal y-conductivity 3.5

gdl,x (W m−1 K−1) GDL thermal x-conductivity 23

gdl,z (W m−1 K−1) GDL thermal z-conductivity 23

gdl,y (W m−1 K−1) GDL thermal y-conductivity 1.7

fr (W m−1 K−1) Cell frame thermal conductivity
(isotropic)

0.23

mem (W m−1 K−1) Membrane thermal conductivity
(isotropic)

0.45

fr (mm) Cell frame thickness 0.8

mem (mm) Membrane thickness 0.0508

ff (mm) Flowfield thickness 0.29

ff (mm) Flowfield width 58

ff (mm) Flowfield length 108

sp (mm) Separator plate width 122

sp (mm) Separator plate thickness 0.55
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.6. Implementation

The model was realized with the FE-based multiphysics
oftware NMSeses [12]. Depending on the parameter-set the
imulation of one operating point took 3–5 min (Pentium 4,
.2 GHz, 1 GB RAM). For the optimization studies the maxi-
um cell temperature was iterated to the limiting temperature.
or this purpose a Perl-Script was implemented to check after
very simulation whether the maximum cell temperature is
bove or below the limiting temperature. The current density
as then adjusted according to the bisection method [13] and a
ew iteration was started.

. Results and discussion

This section presents the validation procedure and the results
f the optimization study. First we studied the dependency of the
ower output on the cooling air massflow. Then we investigated
he influence of geometry on the specific cost and finally the
ffect of geometry on the specific power was analyzed.

.1. Model validation

The model was validated by temperature measurements at the
00 W prototype-stack. The solid temperature of the separator
late was measured by a displaceable, Type-K thermocouple
n the cooling channel (x = 16 mm) and at fixed points inside
he flowfield (z = 90 mm, z = 168 mm). The model parameters
n Table 2 used for the base case correspond to the prototype-
tack. The validation was made without the artificial tuning of
he maximum temperature towards the limiting temperature. The
nly fit parameter was the cooling air massflow. It was adjusted
o the best correlation of temperature between experiment and

odel prediction.

.1.1. Temperature profiles
Fig. 8a compares the temperatures profiles along two different

-lattices with the corresponding experimental data. One lattice
arks the middle of the cooling channel (x = 16 mm) and the

ther denotes the symmetry line (x = 66 mm). The cooling air is
owing in negative z-direction from z = 188 mm at the air inlet

o z = 0 mm at the air outlet. The dashed vertical lines at z = 40
nd 148 mm define the active area where the heat is released.
he predicted profiles within the active area correlate well with

he measurements.
In Fig. 8b the temperature profile along the x-lattice at z =

0 mm is compared with experimental data accordingly. The
ertical dashed lines mark the border between the active area,
he sealing by the frame material and the cooled area of the
eparator plate. The modeled temperature profile in x-direction
s also in good accordance with the experimental data which
onfirms the validity of the model.
.1.2. Inhomogeneous heat source distribution
Fig. 8 comprises error ranges attributed to the homogeneous

eat source assumption. The upper temperature limits are the
esult of an unfavorable, linear heat source profile (negative
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ig. 8. Comparison of experimental and simulated temperature profiles includi
a) Temperature profiles along the cooling air. (b) Temperature profile perpendic

= 0.67 V.

-gradient), when the heat generation at the cool end of the
ctive area (x = 148 mm) is 30% smaller and at the hot edge
x = 40 mm) 30% larger than the mean heat source. This means
hat the hottest zone in the cell is additionally heated whereas the
ntegral heat input remains constant. The impact on the maxi-

um temperature is small. It increases from 71.2 ◦ C for the
omogeneous case to 72.6 ◦ C for the unfavorable, inhomoge-
eous case.

The lower limit of the error range is the result of a more favor-
ble, yet more realistic, reciprocal heat source profile (positive
-gradient). Such a profile is closer to reality, as the high stoi-
hiometric process air is induced to the hot side of the active area
aving an additional cooling effect in this sector. However, the
alculated maximum temperature only decreases by 1.2 ◦C. Due
o these small temperature variations the use of a homogeneous
eat source distribution in the active area is approved.
.2. Cooling air massflow optimization

Fig. 9 illustrates the dependency between the specific power
utput and the cooling air massflow. The model shows that

ig. 9. Gross/net specific power and current density as a function of cooling air
assflow per cell. Three percent error bar for the net specific power. Base case

eometry. Fan efficiency 10%. Tmax = 75 ◦C.
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ror ranges (gray areas) attributed to the homogeneous heat source assumption.
o the cooling air at z = 90 mm. ṁcool = 1.33 kg h−1 (fit); j = 3880 A m−2; and

he net specific power can be improved from 85 W kg−1 for
he base case to 117 W kg−1 (+38%) by increasing the cooling
ir massflow from 1.33 to 5 kg h−1 per cell. At the same time
he specific cost decreases from 3.2 to 2.11 D W−1 (−34%).
hereby the configuration is assumed to remain unchanged. In

he following this case is refered to as the massflow-optimized
ase.

Generally a higher cooling air massflow improves the convec-
ive cooling and the cell can operate at higher current densities.
ut the cooling efficiency diminishes at high cooling air mass-
ows as the temperature difference between the cooling air and

he separator plate cannot increase significantly anymore. Con-
equently the current density converges towards a limiting value
f about 8000 A m−2 for the base case. This behavior is also
eflected in the gross specific power and even amplified due to
decreasing cell voltage with increasing current density. The

et specific power decreases at cooling air massflows above
kg h−1 as the power demand of the fan with an efficiency of
0% becomes significant.

The exact determination of an optimum cooling air mass-
ow is difficult because the net specific power characteristic in

he range of 3–5 kg h−1 is flat. A relatively high massflow of
kg h−1 was used for the following geometry optimization to
void significant limitations in the convective heat removal. At
he same time the parasitic load of the fan at this massflow is
elow 10%.

.3. Geometry optimization

Not only the cooling air massflow but also the geometry of
dge-air-cooled cells strongly influences the cooling efficiency
nd hence the possible maximum power output of the cell. There
re two relevant parameters affecting the specific power and cost,
amely the separator plate thickness and the size of active area.

The cooling channel width has a small impact. The wider the

hannel, the larger is the heat exchange area. However, the tem-
erature difference at the outer edge of the channel becomes
mall, reducing the cooling efficiency. The cooling channel
idth was therefore kept constant at of 32 mm.
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ig. 10. (a) Specific cost surface plot over the geometry optimization field. (b) S
current density is plotted for a separator plate thickness of dsp = 0.3 mm). Tma

In the following the active area is used as a placeholder for
he product of the flowfield width and length. Its aspect ratio has
n influence on the cooling behavior. A cell with a high aspect
atio that is cooled along the long edge has a higher cooling sur-
ace and shorter heat conduction paths. On the other hand the
ressure difference in the cooling channel increases and there-
ith the parasitic load of the fan. Apart from that a compact

tack geometry was one of the initial requirements and for this
urpose an aspect ratio of 2:1 was assumed to be the optimum.
alculation for an aspect ratio of 1:1 showed only a slightly
orser cooling efficiency. This underlines that the aspect ratio
f the cell is not a major parameter due to the high in-plane heat
onductivity of the used materials.

The used cost data is geometry dependent and is composed
rom a fixed (e.g. periphery material, manufacturing) and a vari-
ble contribution (e.g. cell material). The used weight data is also
function of geometry and composed from a fixed and variable
ontribution. The fixed contributions were split to a total of 30
ells.

.3.1. Specific cost as a function of geometry
Fig. 10 illustrates the specific cost as a function of active

rea and separator plate thickness. The optimum geometry in
erms of specific cost is around an active area of 60 cm2 and a
eparator plate thickness of 0.3 mm. However, the specific cost
mprovement w.r.t. the massflow-optimized case is only −1.4%
2.11–2.08 D W−1) as the initial geometry was already near the
ptimum.

Generally the cooling of large active areas in edge-air-cooled
ells is critical as long heat conduction paths are involved. There-
ore to avoid exceeding the limiting temperature, the operating
oint of the cell has to be shifted to lower current densities as
hown in Fig. 10b. This means that large active areas in edge-
ir-cooled cells are not well utilized. Bad utilization results in
sub-proportional increase of power with active area which is
pposite to the conventional expectation for well-cooled cells.
t the same time costs are strongly rising with increasing active

rea as the MEA represents about 80% of the stack cost and the

conomy of scale is marginal.

For small active areas, the effective cooling does not outweigh
he high fixed cost for the periphery and the manufacturing.
his raises the specific cost at small active areas even though

n
a
m
o

c cost curves as a function of active area for different separator plate thicknesses
5 ◦ C and ṁcool = 5 kg h−1.

here is no cooling limitation and the active area is well uti-
ized. There is an optimum size of the active area in between
hich is in contrast to area-cooled cells, where the specific cost
ecreases continuously with larger active areas and with thinner
late structures.

The separator plate has almost no influence on the specific
ost. This weak dependency is due to the marginal contribution
f the separator plate to the total cost. Nevertheless at thick-
esses below 0.3 mm the heat removal is strongly hindered and
pronounced cooling limitation occurs. As a consequence the

pecific cost curve for a separator plate thickness of 0.1 mm in
ig. 10b is by far the most unfavorable.

.3.2. Specific power as a function of geometry
Beside the optimum geometry in terms of specific cost there

s an optimum geometry in terms of specific power. In Fig. 11
he specific power is visualized as a function of active area and
eparator plate thickness. A theoretical maximum specific power
f 256 W kg−1 was observed at an active area of 300 cm2 and a
eparator plate thickness of 0.1 mm.

The power increases sub-proportionally with increasing
ctive area as already discussed. At the same time the cell
eight grows linearly and consequently the specific power
oes through a maximum. Because the active area dependency
f the cell weight is rather weak, the specific power curves
ecrease slowly behind the maximum. At small active areas
he high current densities resulting from effective cooling can-
ot compensate the relatively high fixed weight contributions.
his maximum is in contrast to area-water-cooled stacks, where

he specific power increases continuously with higher active
reas.

In contrast to the specific cost, the specific power shows a
trong dependency on the separator plate thickness. A thicker
eparator plate improves the heat removal which positively influ-
nces the power output. But at the same time the weight and the
olume of the cell increases. With thinner separator plates the
roblem of cooling limitation becomes dominating again. Due
o these two competing effects an optimum separator plate thick-

ess of 0.1 mm is observed. However, as carbon structures with
thickness of 0.1 mm may involve difficulties with respect to
echanical integrity and handling, a separator plate thickness

f 0.3 mm seems preferable.
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ig. 11. (a) Specific power surface plot over the geometry optimization field.
hicknesses (current density is plotted for a separator plate thickness of dsp = 0

.3.3. Specific cost as a function of specific power
In Fig. 12 the specific cost of Fig. 10 is plotted against the spe-

ific power of Fig. 11 for different separator plate thicknesses.
herein the different markers correspond to different active
reas. An optimum for specific cost and for specific power can
e distinguished. Hence edge-air-cooled cells require a trade-
ff between a minimum specific cost or a maximum specific
ower. For a separator plate thickness of 0.3 mm a minimum
pecific cost of 2.08 D W−1 can be realized with a specific power
f 158 W kg−1. This corresponds to a specific cost improve-
ent of −1.4% and a specific power improvement of +24%
.r.t. the massflow-optimized case. The overall improvements
.r.t. the base case are −35% for the specific cost and +86%

or the specific power. In contrast, a maximum specific power
f 198 W kg−1 is only possible with increased specific cost of
.58 D W−1 assuming the 0.3 mm limitation for the separator
late. This corresponds to an increase in specific power of +69%
nd an increase in specific cost of +22% w.r.t. the massflow-
ptimized case. The overall improvements w.r.t. the base case

re +107% for specific power and only −12% for specific cost.

The distinction of two optima is in contrast to well-cooled
ells, where improvements of specific power normally coincide
ith improvements of specific cost. In the case of edge-air-

ig. 12. Specific cost as a function of specific power for different separator plate
hicknesses and active areas. Tmax = 75 ◦ C and ṁcool = 5 kg h−1.
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pecific power curves as a function of active area for different separator plate
). Tmax = 75 ◦ C and ṁcool = 5 kg h−1.

ooled cells low specific cost can only be achieved with well
tilized, relatively small active areas enabling high current den-
ities. High specific power on the other hand requires thin and
ight-weight plate structures resulting in cooling limitations.
his increases the need for active area to obtain additional power
nd therefore high specific power is expensive.

. Conclusions

Light-weight and low-cost PEFC stacks can be realized by
sing the edge-air-cooling concept. However, even when highly
eat conductive materials, such as expanded graphite are used,
he concepts suffer from a limited power output due to heat
emoval restrictions. A thermal cell model has been developed
o study and quantify the thermal limitations as a function of
ell geometry and current density. The model allowed for an
xtensive thermal analysis and the cell design was optimized
ith respect to maximum specific power and simultaneously
inimum specific cost.
The investigation of the different cost-factors revealed that

arge active areas are not preferable in terms of cost. Bigger
ctive areas have higher heat removal limitations and conse-
uently the expensive MEA material is not well utilized. The
eparator plate thickness has only a strong influence on specific
ower. High specific power requires thin separator plates and
arge active areas and therefore high specific power is expensive.

Optimized edge-air-cooled cells require a trade-off between
inimum specific cost and maximum specific power. For the

nvestigated prototype system the optimization showed that with
he optimal cooling air massflow, the optimal active area size
nd the optimal separator plate thickness an overall increase of
he specific power of +86% and a simultaneous decrease of the
pecific cost of −35% are possible.
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